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Von Mises statistics 
~, h(G(Xi~), G(Xi2),..., G(X~k)) 
l~ i  I . . . . .  ik<~lNtl 
where h has bounded total variation. Similar results hold for the U-statistics, where 
the summation excludes hyperdiagonals. 
2.8. General theory of stochastic processes 
Stochastic Processes with Linear Conditional Structure 
Wlodzimierz Bryc, University of Cincinnati, OH, USA 
Let T be a set interpreted as "time" (finite, countable or continuum). 
Consider a class of integrable stochastic processes (X,),~r with the following 
property. For each t~ T and each finite set Fc  T, there are numbers b, {aj}j~F 
(which depend on t, F and the finite dimensional distributions of the process (Xt)) 
such that 
E(X, lXs: s~ F) =f+Y.  asXs. (1) 
s 
For the purpose of this talk, we shall say that such processes have "linear conditional 
structure". (This definition is motivated by random fields rather than stochastic 
processesuwe do not use any ordering of T. A parallel version with T ordered and 
F c T finite such that s <~ t Vs ~ F is also of considerable interest, but will be omitted 
here.) This class contains many interesting examples, ome of them well known--l ike 
Gaussian processes, or more generally, processes with elliptically contoured finite 
dimensional distributions; others rather unexpected--l ike Kingman's example of 
discrete time martingale, which forms martingale difference systems, when the time 
is reversed. The talk will review up-to-date results. 
The interest will be in the properties determined by "higher order conditional 
structure," typically by 
E(X2[Xs" s~F), where Fc  T is finite. (2) 
Finiteness of second moments alone is known to be a severe restriction on the 
possible values of coefficients {as} in (1), and in many situations knowing the form 
of second-order structure (2) provides surprisingly accurate information about the 
process (X~),~ r. 
Space-Time Stochastic Processes 
Dudley Paul Johnson, University of Calgary, Canada 
In conducing a scientific experiment, one gets a sequence of measurements 
[X(n),  T(x)] where X(n) is a random variable representing the nth measured 
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spatial change in a system since the last measurement was taken and T(n) is a 
random variable representing the measured time since the last measurement was 
taken. 
Using the theory of algebraic representations of discrete time stochastic processes 
in Johnson [1, 2, 3], we describe: (1) how to estimate the algebraic representation 
of the general space-time stochastic process from a sample X(1),  T (1 ) , . . . ,  
X(n), T(n), (2) how to use the estimated algebraic representation to compute the 
behavior of the system when the times between observations happen to be so small 
that the system was effectively observed continuously, (3) how space-time models 
allow for the act of observing the system to affect the system itself and (4) the close 
relationship between space-time stochastic processes and quantum stochastic 
processes. 
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Shape Measures for Random Triangles with Vertices Ll.D.-Uniform 
in Convex Polygons 
Huiling Le, University of Cambridge, U.K. 
The problem of getting explicit forms for such measures has been an open one 
for the last ten years, even in the simplest cases when the convex polygon is a square 
or a triangle. 
A careful study of the geometry of the set of singularities has now made possible 
a completely general solution and an outline of this will be presented. 
An Existence Theorem for Measures on Partially Ordered Sets, with Applications to 
Random Set Theory 
Tommy Norberg, Univei'sity of Giiteborg and Chalmers University of Technology, 
Grteborg, Sweden 
We state conditions on a partially ordered set L and a mapping h defined on a 
class ~rc of filters on L, under which the latter extends to a measure on the minimal 
o--field over ~c. By applying this extension result to the case when L is a continuous 
lattice with a second countable Scott topology, we obtain a characterization of the 
probability measures on L. The correspondence on the line between probability 
measures and distribution functions is a special case of this characterization. Another 
